The high velocity, high adiabat, "Bigfoot" campaign and tests of indirect-drive implosion scaling
I. INTRODUCTION
To achieve hotspot ignition, inertial confinement fusion (ICF) implosions must produce high hotspot internal energy inertially confined by a dense shell of DT fuel. 1, 2 To accomplish this, experiments at the National Ignition Facility (NIF) 3 are designed to achieve high peak implosion velocity, good energy coupling between the incident laser, the hohlraum, and the imploding shell, and finally the hotspot at stagnation, which is inertially confined by a high areal-density shell. However, experiments have shown that achieving these simultaneously is extremely challenging, partly because of inherent tradeoffs between these three interrelated requirements. For example, it takes time to launch a series of carefully sequenced shocks to maintain a low shell adiabat (defined as a ¼ P/Pcold, where P is the DT fuel pressure at peak velocity, and Pcold is the minimum pressure at 1000 g/cm 3 from the DT equation of state) required to achieve high areal density. 4 This temporal constraint competes with hohlraum plasma closure, inhibiting the beam propagation, which in turn makes the implosion symmetry more difficult to predict and control. Also, sharp density gradients in the capsule shell and high convergence ratios are subject to more hydrodynamic instability growth that can destroy the integrity of the shell and inject higher-Z ablator mass into the hotspot radiating hotspot energy away. In fact, experiments during the National Ignition Campaign (NIC) demonstrated record high areal-density but also showed that pushing those implosions in velocity could result in worse performance and lower yield due to Rayleigh-Taylor breakup of the inflight implosion and mix of the ablator material into the high spot. [5] [6] [7] [8] In the absence of 2D and 3D effects like hohlraum asymmetries and hydrodynamic instabilities, the yield of a 1D implosion in the absence of energy deposition from the alpha particles (Y 
Experimental performance during the NIC did not follow this scaling with velocity and adiabat suggesting that strong 2D and 3D effects were dominating 1D behavior, which was later confirmed experimentally. 6, 8, 12, 13 The Bigfoot approach is to trade off high convergence and areal-density, for conditions that are favorable for controlling hohlraum symmetry and hydrodynamic instabilities. The aim is improving predictability, while leveraging high velocity, potentially enabling high yields at high adiabat (a $ 4-5).
The results of this campaign so far are reviewed in this paper. Section II will review the overall target design strategy, and Sec. III will show experiments demonstrating low-mode symmetry control at two different hohlraum geometries (5.75 mm and 5.4 mm diameters). Section IV will demonstrate the impact of a change of target scale (5.4 mm and 6.0 mm hohlraum diameters) spanning 300-405 TW in laser power and 0.8-1.6 MJ in laser energy. Hydrodynamic instability growth from engineering features like the capsule Note: Paper GI3 2, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 62, 112 (2017). a) Invited speaker.
fill tube are currently thought to be a major factor in reducing performance compared to calculations. Section IV will present some evidence supporting this hypothesis as well as other asymmetries whose origin is still under investigation. Section V will put this work into context of prior experiments, present plans going forward, and summarize.
II. DESIGN STRATEGY
The initial choices of the Bigfoot design were focused around improving experiment predictability, while maintaining flexibility to test implosions physics by stressing the platform in velocity, scale, and adiabat in subsequent experimental series. A few examples of initial design choices, described briefly in this section and by Thomas et al., 14 are splitting of the outer cones and individual beams within outer quads, a short pulse high adiabat target design where the first 2 shocks merge at the ice/ablator interface, and an intermediate hohlraum gas fill, all of which are designed to reach high velocity. 15 Controlling hohlraum symmetry is extremely challenging because of the inherent tradeoffs between hohlraum physics, such as beam propagation and laser plasma interactions (LPIs), and 1D capsule physics, such as adiabat. For example, because of the expanding hohlraum wall and capsule ablator plasmas, propagation of the laser beams to the hohlraum waist is increasingly inhibited at later times, thereby reducing equatorial capsule drive and making symmetry control of the implosion difficult to maintain. In addition to using a hohlraum gas fill of $1 mg/cm 3 of 4 He to tamper wall motion, a novel solution to this problem implemented during the NIC was to rely on cross-beam energy transfer between the inner and outer cones 16 to increase the drive on the hohlraum waist while maintaining a balanced use of the NIF laser (all beams at approximately the same power). A tradeoff of that approach is that the laser-plasma interaction (LPI) process that drives this energy transfer between the inner and outer cones depends on the detailed plasma conditions and is a complex time dependent process that is challenging to calculate (because of uncertainties in time-dependent plasma conditions, empirical saturation parameters, etc.).
A possible solution to this problem tested here is to utilize a short laser pulse shape that accelerates the capsule while inner beam propagation is still maintained and easier to predict. Figure 1 shows the Bigfoot pulse shape compared to a low foot (LF) pulse shape. An intermediate hohlraum 0.3 mg/cm 3 helium gas fill was utilized to help slow the inward expansion of the hohlraum wall, while also avoiding the reduced energy-coupling and LPI issues like stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) observed in previous experiments. 17 The first two steps in the laser pulse launch shocks that are designed to merge near the ice/ablator interface making the pulse shape especially short compared with traditional designs that minimize adiabat by merger near the ice inner surface. Furthermore, the design does not use hard-to-predict cross-beam energy transfer to balance the hohlraum energy deposition. A tradeoff to these features is that it is more difficult to maintain a low fuel a because of typically faster and stronger shocks. However, the 1D benefits of low adiabat, such as increased convergence, compression, and shell arealdensity may be greatly reduced if the hohlraum drive introduces strong 2D and 3D asymmetries, or hydrodynamic instabilities that can grow and degrade the implosion. Moreover, the integrated Bigfoot design results in lower ablation front growth factors than similar designs at lower adiabat, 18 and the shock merger at the ice/ablator interface helps reduce the Atwood number resulting in improved interface stability. Also, the shock merger at the ice/ablator interface causes increased ablation of the ice inner surface during hotspot formation resulting in increased ablative stabilization of the ice inner surface interface. Simulations predict that this configuration is therefore more robust to high-mode ice surface roughness. Nevertheless, the three step laser design can be modified such that the 1st and 2nd shocks are retimed to collide later in the ice or at the ice inner surface by simply extending the foot of the laser pulse shape. Importantly, this means that the a $ 4 pulse shape can be walked toward lower a by a small change to the laser pulse shape.
Current models 11, 19 predict a closure of the hohlraum wall where the outer cone is incident (referred to as the "gold bubble"), which is dependent on the outer cone laser intensity at early time (picket). The relationship is such that higher intensities in the early time laser pulse cause the gold bubble to grow faster, reducing the period where the inner cone path is clear, making propagation to the waist of the hohlraum more challenging later in time. Therefore, reducing the intensity on the wall can slow the growth of the gold bubble. This motivated splitting the incident laser spots in the outer cone by separating the 44 and 50 cones by $1 mm at the hohlraum wall as well as individual beams in the quads. This also reduces intensity modulation on the hohlraum wall, and thereby the seed for Rayleigh-Taylor instability on the gold bubble expanding into the hohlraumfill-gas and capsule blow-off plasmas. 20 Additionally, reducing the incident laser power is anticipated to reduce the amount of backscattered laser light from LPI. reduced energy and power requirements. Therefore, initial experiments testing these new integrated concepts were designed to be 80% smaller in physical scale (or 0.8Â) than those designed to use the full laser energy/power performance. This resulted in initial tests at about $1/2 the total laser energy (0.8-1 MJ) and $2/3 the total laser power (300-320 TW) of designs intended to utilize the full NIF laser ($1.8 MJ and 500 TW).
The first series of experiments 15 were designed to test overall low mode P2 shape control and assess the impact of LPI. These experiments used a 5.75 mm diameter Au hohlraum and a 844 lm inner radius high-density carbon (HDC) [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] capsule with a wall thickness of 64 lm. While most HDC capsules were W doped, a few undoped shells were also tested. W-doped HDC capsules consisted of a 5 lm thick layer of undoped HDC on shell inside, followed by a 20 lm HDC layer doped with $0.25 at. % W, followed by a 36 lm undoped HDC layer. 29 Both undoped and Wdoped HDC shells had a fine grained texture with grain sizes ranging from 1 to 10 lm. However, for the outermost 3 lm, the deposition conditions were changed to grow nanocrystalline HDC which is easier to polish and thus improves the surface finish. All relevant dimensions are shown in Fig. 2 . experiments were performed to assess LPI and implosion symmetry from the hotspot x-ray self-emission images at %10 keV obtained using time-integrated image plate detectors and gated x-ray framing cameras. 31, 32 The hotspot selfemission is analyzed using Legendre mode decomposition. Here, mode 2 (P2) symmetry is controlled using the inner and outer beam cone power balance, characterized by cone fraction (CF), or the ratio of the inner power divided by the total power. P4 symmetry is controlled using the geometric considerations. Figure 3 (a) shows the measured P2 from hotspot self-emission as a function of the CF at peak power (which is held constant through peak power), for the two hohlraum diameters 5.75 mm and 5.4 mm. Note that the smaller 5.4 mm diameter hohlraum is predicted to have a somewhat stronger drive for the same laser energy than the 5.75 mm hohlraum because of its smaller cavity volume. A clear correlation between P2 and CF demonstrates good symmetry control. The decrease in core P2 between 5.75 mm and 5.4 mm hohlraums is principally because the outer cone beams are intercepted earlier by the wall, thus subtending a smaller angle with respect to the capsule pole. Figure 3 (b) shows simulated P2 vs experiment and the comparison shows excellent predictability (RMS $5 lm) of P2 mode symmetry for these two hohlraum geometries. 15 The experiments also showed high laser energy coupling to the hohlraum ($99%) with relatively little observed stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) and SRS. 15 At higher intensities/powers ($320-340 TW), SBS increased toward the end of the pulse on the 50 outer beams while remaining peaked in the center of the pulse for the inner 23 beams.
IV. TESTS OF HYDRO-EQUIVALENCE
A. Hydro-equivalence scaling considerations and experimental design
Understanding how ICF systems change with scale has long been of interest 2, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] since the cost of experiments (i.e., size of the facility) is a strong function of scale. Indeed, even in a fixed facility such as the NIF, the cost of operating the laser increases at high power and energy due to damage to the optics and the costs of refurbishment. Furthermore, as experiments are extrapolated from smaller to larger scale, it is important that these extrapolations are accurate and tested as well as possible. The interested reader is referred to a recent publication by Nora et al. 35 for a review of current theory of hydroequivalence ICF systems with a focus on direct drive experiments, but which remains valid in many respects for how an indirectly driven implosion will respond to changes of scale. Briefly, one expects similar hydro-dynamic behavior under a change in scale S (scale multiplication factor), if the relevant length scales, such as capsule radius, thickness, hohlraum radius, height, and LEH diameter, are all scaled by S. This means that all volumes and masses are changed by S 3 , laser power is scaled by S 2 , and laser energy by S
3
. The system time scales and therefore implosion temporal evolution are stretched or compressed by S. This is expected to produce roughly the same hohlraum radiation temperature (roughly because the hohlraum wall albedo increase in time) and therefore similar ablation pressure and capsule drive. The inflight aspect ratio, peak implosion velocity, hotspot pressure, shell density, and the stagnation aspect ratio are approximately maintained the same under a change in scale. The shell areal density, hotspot areal density, and confinement, and hence burntime is expected to scale approximately by S, the ion temperature (T i ) by S 0.2 (due to reduced thermal conduction losses), and hence the yield (neglecting alpha heating) is expected to scale by S 4.4 . Not all aspects of the implosion obey hydrodynamic similarity and so some deviation from hydro-equivalence and corresponding uncertainty from extrapolation to larger or smaller scale should be expected. For example, alphaheating is not scale-invariant such that larger scale implosions are predicted to benefit more. Other aspects are not expected to scale, such as scale-lengths set by material properties of the hohlraum and capsule materials, such as opacities, particle mean-free paths, and their effect on density and temperature scale-lengths. Some aspects of hydrodynamic instability growth might be expected to scale, but the ablativestabilization mechanisms (ablation velocities, scale lengths, etc.) do not scale, nor do the seeds for hydrodynamic instabilities such as surface roughnesses, and engineering features like the capsule support tent 38 and the capsule fill tube. 39 Additionally, because the spot sizes as set by phase-plates are kept fixed, the laser spot intensities inside the hohlraum and related LPI processes increase with scale. Therefore, measurements that directly assess the change in performance and other observables are important to help build confidence in how systems scale and how to assess uncertainties.
B. Experimental configuration at 0.93
To assess the impact of a change in target scale, the 5.4 mm hohlraum 15 was increased by S ¼ 0.9/0.8 ¼ 1.125 to 0.9Â scale rather than going to 1.0Â outright. The reason is that 0.9Â offered more flexibility in terms of laser power on the inner and outer cone and lower risks due to LPI than making a larger initial step. This resulted in a hohlraum inner diameter of 6.00 mm and length of 11.30 mm, an inner capsule radius of 950 lm, a capsule thickness of 72 lm, and an LEH diameter of 3.9 mm. Similar to the 0.8Â capsule described earlier, the W doped layer in the HDC capsule is recessed 5 lm from the inner surface but is thicker at 22 lm thick. Outside of the W doped layer is another 42 lm of undoped HDC with an additional outermost 3 lm nanocrystalline HDC layer. To maintain hydrodynamic similarity, the W doped region should have a similar optical-depth (or initial W-doped HDC areal density) but because of target manufacturing realities, the first experiments were 0.13% W and so had lower total optical-depth. Figure 4(a) illustrates the geometry and compares to the 0.8Â (5.4 mm) geometry. A scaling of the fill-tube induced perturbation is difficult as it is a combination of radiation-hydrodynamic and geometric seeds. 39 Instead, the capsule fill-tube perturbation was decreased from 10 lm [Fig. 4(c) ] to 5 lm [Fig. 4(b) ] diameter to reduce its seed and overall impact. The resulting laser energy and peak power on target was 1.6 MJ and 405 TW, compared to 1.1 MJ and 320 TW, and all times were stretched by 1.125Â. The 0.8Â laser pulse requested on shot N161030 [solid black curve in Fig. 4(d) ] is compared to a pulse where the laser power is multiplied by S 2 and times stretched by S (dashed black curve) and to the requested laser pulse for the 0.9Â experiment N170524 (red curve).
C. Experimental observations
Previous experiments at 0.8Â suggested that a case-tocapsule size ratio of $3.0 would enable a balanced use of the NIF inner and outer cone powers (CF ¼ 1/3) allowing the next series of experiments to be designed to potentially enable use of the NIF laser at full power $500 TW. A series of gas filled experiments tested the CF relationship (shown in Fig. 5 ) and suggested a near optimum of 33% to maintain P2 symmetry control in the 6.00 mm hohlraum in equivalent layered DT experiments. An offset was observed between the experiments at 0.8Â and 0.9Â scale in the P2 vs CF relationship, perhaps because of increased intensity on the hohlraum wall leading to faster hohlraum-wall expansion and hohlraum closure at larger scale. Experiments continued to show high coupling ($98%) with relatively little SRS at 0.9Â scale. However, again SBS increased toward the end of the pulse on the 50 outer beams and on the 23 beams (peaking near the center of the pulse) which has been attributed to higher intensities.
A DT layered experiment (N170524) was performed at 0.9Â scale to assess the integrated target performance, compared to a close companion at 0.8Â scale (N161030). The geometry is identical to that described in Fig. 4 except that an additional 45 lm of cryogenically frozen DT ice is layered on the inside of the HDC capsule, scaled by S from the 40 lm of DT ice on N161030. The measured ice roughness figure-of-merit k ice and the effective mode 1 amplitude are summarized in Table I . 40 Experimentally measured P2 from various shots, including the DT layered implosions, are shown as a function of cone fraction in Fig. 5 . The layered implosion at 0.9Â scale has a slightly more negative P2 symmetry than the corresponding gas-filled implosions because of an expected decrease in velocity due to the increased mass introduced by the DT layer that leads to sampling more of the pole-hot drive later in time with a slower trajectory. Figure 4 (e) shows the delivered (dashed) and requested (solid) laser pulse shapes for N161030 (black) and N170524 (red). At peak power, the delivery is within request to about $2% in both cases on both the inner and outer cones. It is more challenging to deliver the lower power parts of the pulse accurately than the peak power portion of the pulse. In this intermediate hohlraum-gas system, the implosion is very sensitive to the picket [zoomed portion of Fig. 4(e) ], particularly in the outer cone because of its impact on hohlraum closure dynamics described earlier. On N161030, the picket energy was higher than request on the inner cone by about 6% and on the outer cone higher by about 1% in the picket. This is expected to have little impact. On N170524, both the inner and outer cones were lower by about 8% in the picket. The reduced intensity of the outer cone picket is predicted to reduce the gold bubble expansion and increase the P2 by roughly $5 um. The trough and second step of the laser pulse are important for fuel adiabat but this implosion system is not very sensitive to their delivery because of the high fuel adiabat.
The overall performance of the N170524 can be assessed by examining the total yield of DT reactions, which was inferred to be 6.2 6 0.1 Â 10 15 from the measured neutrons in the 13-15 MeV integral 41 and the down-scattered ratio (DSR) or 10-12 MeV to 13-15 MeV neutron yield ratio. The 13-15 MeV yield, Ti, DSR, BT, and yield-over-clean (YOC), and other relevant metrics are summarized in Table I . The measured yield was $3.3Â larger at 0.9Â than observed in N161030 at 0.8Â, which is roughly 2Â larger than would be anticipated by pure scaling arguments (S 4.4 ). This is likely due at least in part to the reduced fill tube diameter, which has been shown 39, 42 to reduce the perturbation to the capsule shell and improve implosion performance. 43 A small increase in performance may also be attributed to an increase in yield amplification due to alpha-heating. 44, 45 To infer the alpha-heating contribution to the yield, the ignition threshold factor (ITFX ¼ (Y 13-15 /4e15) Â (DSR/ 0.067) 2.3 ) can be used. 41 However, ITFX was developed at a 
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Phys. Plasmas 25, 056308 (2018) certain scale and with a corresponding DT fuel mass (M DT-rev5 ¼ 171 lg) and so comparison of different scales and initial fuel masses requires care. Recent work 44, [46] [47] [48] has shown that the yield (experimental yield with alpha heating) should be normalized by the DT fuel mass, if fuel thickness scales with size, because of the re-expression of the ignition metrics in terms of yield rather than temperature. This comes from the balance of hotspot internal energy to shell kinetic energy used in expressing yield in terms of T i and M DT . 49 Also, since the fuel is 36% thinner for the Bigfoot implosions relative to most lower a designs, we expect the stagnated fuel areal density to be of order 36% smaller at a given in-flight adiabat. The remaining mass of the ablator may also play some small role in how these models should be applied, but in the following we will neglect its impact. We can therefore define a target scale parameter (S M ) in terms of the initial DT fuel mass relative to that used in the development of ITFX or S M ¼ (M DT /M DT-rev5 ) 1/3 . While very similar to the Bigfoot target scales defined earlier, S M enables crossplatform comparisons by accounting for differences in Bigfoot initial ice thickness and inner capsule diameter. Now reapplying the procedure outlined in Betti et al. 2015 44 but instead using ITFX a-on /S M 3 to infer the yield amplification results in an inferred increase in alpha heating of about $1.2Â increase inferred at larger scale. This follows from N161030 ITFX a-on ¼ 0.060 and ITFX a-on /S M 3 ¼ 0.12 implying a yield amplification of $1.36Â, while for N170524 ITFX a-on ¼ 0.18 and ITFX a-on /S M 3 ¼ 0.25 implying a yield amplification of $1.58Â.
Other surrogacy issues may also play a role, for example, the reduced W dopant in the capsule is predicted to ablate slightly faster and may lead to less remaining mass (in fact N170524 is inferred to be going $10 km/s faster, resulting in $1.2Â increase from velocity), and the possibility of more preheat at the ice/ablator interface leading to worse interface stability.
The observed primary neutron images 50, 51 are shown in Fig. 6(a) , for both the 0.8Â and 0.9Â experiments. As previously noted, the hotspot size and qR are expected to increase with $S. Indeed, the primary neutron P0 is larger by 17% 6 13% not far from expected, and the hotspot shape is relatively similar, despite the change in hohlraum case-tocapsule ratio (CCR) defined as hohlraum radius over capsule radius and CF. The down-scattered neutron image, which consists of primary neutrons that have scattered off the dense DT into the 6-12 MeV binned image, is shown for both shots in Fig. 6(b) . The down-scattered image is also larger at increased scale by 36% 6 13%. Interestingly, despite the larger downscattered image, the total DSR as shown in Fig. 7(a) , which is the ratio of 10-12 MeV/13-15 MeV neutrons and is a measure of areal density, is about the same. However, the uncertainty on the 0.8Â experiment is larger than the expected change with scale. Note that the relationship between DSR and total hotspot and shell qR depends on the implosion geometry at stagnation. Interestingly, the Bigfoot implosion is designed to increase the hotspot to shell qR ratio, which is expected to decrease the neutron path lengths through scattering material. This effectively lowers the observed DSR for the same TABLE I. Summary of layered DT experiments and observations. Here R cap is the inner radius of the capsule, t cap is the capsule thickness, t ice is the ice thickness, k ice is the rms ice roughness figure of merit, ' ice ¼ 1 is the effective ice mode one amplitude, D H is the hohlraum inner diameter, BT is the peak x-ray emission, the P0 measured using the primary neutron image, and YOC is the (Y DT /Y 1D ) where Y 1D is calculated from 1D simulations. total qR. The yield is plotted as function Ti in Fig. 7(b) . Increasing scale resulted in about 5% increase in temperature, which is about twice what might be expected from pure scaling arguments but not significantly outside uncertainty. Nevertheless, increased alpha-heating and the reduced fill-tube perturbation might be expected to lead to slightly higher Ti.
The yield as a function of peak power is plotted in Fig. 8(a) . As is evident, increasing power results in increased observed yield, as do increased scale and capsule dopant. Increased total laser power also has a strong impact on implosion velocity. The yield as a function of inferred implosion velocity is shown in Fig. 8(b) . The data show a strong relationship with implosion velocity although the uncertainties are too large to constrain the relationship until more data have been obtained. For comparison, the expected relationship in the absence of strong-alpha heating, i.e., $v 8 , is also shown. Observations of the compressed DT shell are made with the flange neutron activation detector suite (FNADs), 52 the neutron time of flight detectors (nTOFs), 53 and the magnetic recoil spectrometer (MRS). 54 The observed FNAD data for the 0.9Â and two 0.8Â shots are shown along with low-mode fits in Fig. 9(a) as a function of NIF angular coordinates, theta and phi. The FNAD data measure the unscattered neutron yield, which is sensitive to path integrated areal-density (qL) via neutron attenuation. Using neutron attenuation crosssections Y/Y avg % 1 À 0.2ÂdqL (g/cm 2 ). However, the exact relationship to dqR requires a model of the source and scattering material. Nevertheless, the data indicate significant shell anisotropies (blue areas are high qR, and red low qR). The observed DSRs are plotted on the same angular coordinate. The observed DSRs show a similar high qR region on N161030 centered around the 315 azimuth and low qR region around 180
. The DSRs appear relatively isotropic on N170524 and N170109 despite observed FNAD asymmetries, likely because of a lack of angular coverage of the DSR spectrometers. Interestingly, all three implosions have a low qR region centered around 90 . Polar x-ray self-emission for N161030 and a surrogate D 3 He gas-fill implosion N161006 is shown in Fig. 10 . The images where obtained using HGXD detectors filtered to detect photon energies >8 keV have an integration time of 100 ps, and with pinhole/magnification that results in a resolution $10 um. In both the gas-filled and layered experiments, a prominent feature is observed 100 ps before bang-time (peak x-ray emission), which is seeded by the capsule fill-tube and likely the tip of a perturbation consisting of both W and C. Later in time, the perturbation is harder to distinguish (especially in the case of the layered shot) from the hotspot emission but is still present. Figure 11 (a) shows the FNAD data for N161030, already shown in Fig. 9 (a) but now projected looking downward from the north pole. The observed DSRs are shown in Fig. 11(b) looking downward from the pole. Figure 11(c) shows the x-ray self-emission from the pole (as already shown in Fig. 10 ) but now with the angles relevant to several features highlighted and with additional late time x-ray images showing the outgoing shock and late time hotspot emission. Interestingly, early before bangtime the fill tube perturbation is clearly visible and well aligned with the fill-tube's initial location azimuth of $7
. At bangtime, the fill-tube perturbation becomes harder to distinguish from the hotspot self-emission. After bangtime the outgoing shock radiates as it traverses through the remaining and infalling fuel and HDC ablator. The hotspot self-emission continues but now is offset from the outgoing shock centroid. This is consistent with higher drive from an azimuth of 320 leading to more fuel compression at 320 as observed in both the DSRs and FNAD diagnostics and bulk hot spot flow towards 140 as is seen. However, a source for this hypothetical drive imbalance has not yet been found. It is also possible that other low mode perturbations could be significant such as capsule defects or low mode ice asymetries, while the high adiabat Bigfoot drive is predicted to be more stable to high mode capsule and ice perturbations, it is predicted to be vulnerable to low mode perturbations. It is possible that the hotspot is venting through the observed low qR region at 140 at late time, but again the source of this qR perturbation is still not understood.
V. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
To put this work into context with prior experiments, we plot progress against the ignition metric ITFX, 41 already introduced, or equivalently plot the total yield as a function of measured DSR. As noted earlier, to compare to contours of alpha-heating with different target scales, the total yield should be normalized by M DT or S M 3 . Figure 12 shows the Yield/S M 3 as a function of DSR. By using the alpha heating relationships discussed earlier, Fig. 12 also shows contours of yield amplification. The Bigfoot experiment (red squares) are compared to Lowfoot (LF), Highfoot (HF), and Adiabat Shaped (AS), and other HDC experiments. 10, 24, 27, 45, [55] [56] [57] The other HDC experiments are designed for lower adiabat (a $ 2.5) at larger CCR than the Bigfoot experiments described herein, and ongoing experiments are exploring a 
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Phys. Plasmas 25, 056308 (2018) 910 inner radius capsule with a 6.2 mm inner radius hohlraum. 58 This comparison illustrates the tradeoffs and advantages of the Bigfoot platform as high-yield has been achieved at lower DSRs (due to high adiabat and a proportionately 36% thinner fuel layer) than many previous experiments. Also illustrated nicely is the stepwise progression of increasing velocity and scale to observe the impact on performance. As previously noted, increases in velocity and scale attempted so far have resulted in higher yield and overall performance. The strategy for experiments in the future is to continue to higher velocities up to $450 km/s at 0.9Â scale and to decrease the adiabat from $4 to $2.5 to observe the impact on performance with a simple change to the laser pulse shape.
In summary, the Bigfoot platform has been tested at 0.8Â and 0.9Â scale to better understand ICF implosion predictability and performance with short pulse shapes and at high adiabat. So far, hotspot symmetry control has been tested in three different hohlraums geometries at two scales with a short (5.5-7 ns) laser pulse shape and intermediate (0.3 mg/cm 3 ) hohlraum gas fill. A change in target scale has been demonstrated that helps to constrain models of hydro-dynamic equivalence that are important for extrapolating performance to higher laser powers and energies. This implosion data has already been useful in comparing the three ablators 18, 59 and will be extremely valuable in developing future implosion designs intended to optimize the features observed from experiments performed to date. , while late time emission appears increased toward region where the fuel is thinner.
FIG. 12.
Yield normalized by S M 3 , defined here as S M 3 ¼M DT /M DT-rev5 as a function of DSR and compared to alpha heating contours. The Bigfoot strategy is to approach from a high adiabat, low DSR, part of the parameter space and slowly increase scale, velocity, and finally DSR to test the impact on overall performance.
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